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Une sélection hebdomadaire offerte par



America’s Wealth Gap Waiting for Free Meals, Talking of Lost Dreams



What Separates the Rich From the Very, Very Rich



Tall wood tables line the parking lot of St. John’s Roman Catholic Church in Newark, New Jersey, just across the Hudson River from Manhattan. Volunteers slowly unload a truck full of 4,000 frozen portions of chicken Parmesan from a New York restaurant. Seagulls are bickering overhead, pushing out pigeons to land on bread crusts. Hundreds of people — including, at right, Charles Polite and Carolyn Strickland Bell — form a line along the spike-topped fence. The church kitchen here serves 700 free breakfasts and lunches each Tuesday through Saturday, and more toward the end of the month as the government benefits checks run out. The people served tug on rolling suitcases or carry plaid plastic duffel bags. One slouchy man wears a Disney Princess backpack. A woman says she is a former member of the local government, incognito. Two sneakers and a dress hang on the fence, and a crutch rests against a garbage bag. For a few of their stories, turn to Page 5.



By LOUIS UCHITELLE



Photographs by FRED R. CONRAD/The New York Times



A decade into the practice of medicine, still striving to become “a well-regarded physician-scientist,” Robert H. Glassman concluded that he was not making enough money. So he answered an ad in the New England Journal of Medicine from a business consulting firm hiring doctors. And today, after moving on to Wall Street as an adviser on medical investments, he is a multimillionaire. Such routes to great wealth were just opening up to physicians when Dr. Glassman was in school, graduating from Harvard College in 1983 and Harvard Medical School four years later. Hoping to achieve breakthroughs in curing cancer, his specialty, he plunged into research until Wall Street reordered his life. “I wasn’t sure that I was willing to



My name is Alina. And I am a regifter. O.K., I do it only when the present is brand new. And I really think the person I’m giving it to will enjoy it. I would like to point out, however, that I am not alone. Fifty-two percent of Americans admit to regifting — and a whopping 78 percent say that it is acceptable some or most of the time. That is according to a survey conducted in August by Harris Interactive for the Tassimo Hot Beverage System. It asked 1,505 adults their thoughts about regifting: the practice of passing on a present that was given to you that you (a) already have; (b) do not need or (c) do not like. Peggy Post, great-granddaughter-inlaw of the etiquette maven Emily Post, and others in the etiquette field agree that regifting is fine if it is done, as 77 percent in the Tassimo survey said they did, because



the gift was perfect for the person they gave it to. “It’s the same rule as buying a gift,” Ms. Post said. “It should follow the basic rules of etiquette: be kind and respectful.” My tennis coach was on the receiving end of a regifting gaffe. When he and his wife married, he invited cousins who lived across the country; the coach had flown to their wedding. The cousin did not come, and instead sent “a somewhat cheap picnic set with wine glasses.” Included was a card — a congratulatory note to the cousin on his marriage. A clear sign of a regift. When sending a thank-you note, the tennis pro and his wife included the wayward card to the cousin. The two have not spoken since. That is why Letitia Baldrige, the co-
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author of “New Manners for New Times,” always places a tag on the present she plans to give away again with the name of the person who originally gave it to her. There are some items you absolutely should not regift. For example, expired food like “those old gourmet Frank Frisari cookies that are practically walking on their own,” Ms. Baldrige said. “Make sure it is fresh and good.” And perfume. “It evaporates in six months,” she said. If you do want to pass on that gift, make sure it passes the minimum test. “If I get a scarf, I like it to be fresh and ironed,” Ms. Baldrige said, noting that she has received a few “new” scarves that looked suspiciously crumpled and stained. “At least make an effort. Deceive me.”



Oversized rings are adorning the most fashionable fingers.



take the risk of spending many years applying for grants and working long hours for the very slim chance of winning at the roulette table and making a significant contribution to the scientific literature,” Dr. Glassman said. Just how far he had come from a doctor’s traditional upper-middle-class expectations became clear at the 20th reunion of his college class. By then he was working for Merrill Lynch and soon would become a managing director of health care investment banking. “There were doctors at the reunion — very, very smart people,” Dr. Glass-



Continued on Page 5
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America may take a second look at the economic toll of globalization. PAGE 5
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EDITORIALS OF THE TIMES



Foreign Aid, Unwisely Revised Like many of its predecessors, the Bush administration wants to reform foreign aid. These programs sorely need better coordination and predictability — and a clear way to measure whether they are working. Randall Tobias, the new Director of Foreign Assistance, is a good manager and could impose much needed coherence. But there are worrisome signs that the administration is also planning deep cuts in anti-poverty spending as aid is supposedly reoriented to promote democracy and fight terrorism. A little-noticed statement on the Web site of the Agency for International Development says the goal is to “focus all U.S. foreign assistance on helping to build and sustain democratic and well-governed states.” Of the nearly $24 billion requested by the State Department for foreign aid this year, a little over $1 billion is devoted to democracy programs. Officials say privately that number is likely to rise substantially in next year’s budget request, while the roughly $3.7 billion devoted to anti-poverty programs is likely to fall to



make up the difference. While foreign aid spending is up overall in the Bush administration, the increase has come almost entirely in four programs: aid to Iraq and Afghanistan, the 15-country global AIDS initiative and the new Millennium Challenge Corporation, which seeks to help well-governed poor countries. In a worrisome sign, money for programs to address childhood disease and maternal mortality is down by one-third in this year’s budget request. The administration is also cutting antipoverty spending in Latin America and Africa to pay for programs in Islamic countries, considered to be front-line states in the war against terror. Promoting democracy and fighting terrorism need to come on top of financing antipoverty programs which save many lives and earn untold good will for the United States. There is also little indication that America knows how to build democracy. If the administration will not restore a sensible balance to foreign aid, the new Congress should.



Iran and Arak The International Atomic Energy Agency has always had a conflicted mandate. It is supposed to promote the peaceful use of nuclear technology while also restraining the spread of nuclear weapons. The problem is that some peaceful nuclear technology can be too easily used to make a weapon. That dangerous duality played out again recently in Vienna, where the agency’s board debated whether its staff should provide Iran with technical advice on how to safely complete construction of a heavy water nuclear reactor near the town of Arak. Tehran says that it needs the reactor to produce medical isotopes. The United States and the Europeans suspect that what it really wants is the plutonium that can be



extracted from the reactor’s spent fuel — plutonium that could form the core of a nuclear weapon. The board correctly decided to reject Iran’s request on November 24. Anything less would only have confirmed Tehran’s belief that the international community is not serious about containing its nuclear ambitions. Even more worrisome, the Security Council still cannot agree on how to punish Iran for continuing to enrich uranium — nearly three months past a Council-ordered cutoff. The Arak episode is one more reminder of why the world needs to find a better way to guarantee countries the benefits of civilian nuclear technology without also dangling the temptations of nuclear weapons.



Memo From: Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi. To: President Hu Jintao of China. Dear President Hu: I am sure you thought that your first letter from me would be about trade and human rights. Those issues still animate my party. But I’m convinced that we have a better chance of making progress on them if we can first build a partnership to address the urgent issues of energy and climate change, which affect us both. President Hu, President Bush promised the world when he spurned the Kyoto Protocols that he would offer an alternative. He never did. So I will. I want to propose a “New Shanghai Communiqué.’’ The 1972 Shanghai Communiqué forged an understanding between China and the U.S. to defuse the most destabilizing issue of that day: the struggle over Taiwan. The New Shanghai Communiqué would defuse the most destabilizing issue of our day: the world’s unsustainable appetite for energy. What should a New Shanghai Communiqué include? First, China has committed to a 20 percent reduction in energy consumption for every 1 percent of G.D.P. growth by 2010 — a courageous commitment that Mr. Bush has also failed to make. I will see you and raise you. I am going to propose that the U.S. as a whole match the 4 percent annual improvement in energy efficiency already undertaken by California. That would mean at least a 25 percent improvement by 2012. China has also just imposed a national renewable energy requirement, setting a target of generating 10 percent of its energy from renewables — wind, hydro, solar power and biofuels — by 2020. I want to require our power grid operators to purchase 20 percent of their energy from environmentally sound renewables by 2020. President Hu, if we can hit these targets we would put our countries — the two largest emitters of carbon dioxide — on a much more sustainable growth path and set an example that would change the world. We would create less dependence on despotic oil states, encourage everyone to be energy efficient



America’s issues with China should start with energy.



MAUREEN DOWD



Lost in a Desert Called Iraq WASHINGTON — It’s hard to remember when America has been so stuck. We can’t win in Iraq and we can’t leave. The good news is that the election finished what Katrina started. It dismantled the president’s fake reality about Iraq, causing opinions to come gushing forth from all quarters about where to go from here. The bad news is that no one, and I mean no one, really knows where to go from here. The White House and the Pentagon are ready to shift to Plan B. But Plan B is their empty term for miraculous salvation. (Dick Cheney and his wormy aides, of course, are still babbling about total victory and completing the mission by raising the stakes and knocking off the mullahs in Tehran. His tombstone will probably say, “Here lies Dick Cheney, still winning.’’) Even Henry Kissinger has defected from the Plan A gang. Once he thought the war could work, but now he thinks military victory is out of the question. When he turns against a war, you knowthewar’sintrouble.Healsobelievesleavingquicklywould risk a civil war so big it could destabilize the Middle East. Kofi Annan, who thought the war was crazy, now says that the United States is “trapped in Iraq’’ and can’t leave until the Iraqis can create a “secure environment’’ — even though the Iraqis evince not the slightest interest in a secure environment. Lieutenant General Raymond Odierno, whose soldiers pulled Saddam out of his spider hole and who is returning to Iraq to take charge of the day-to-day fight, has given up talking about a Jeffersonian democracy and now wishes only for a government in Iraq that’s viewed as legitimate. He has gone from “can do’’ to “don’t know.’’ He talked to The Times’s Thom Shanker about his curtailed goals of reducing sectarian violence and restoring civil authority, acknowledging: “Will we attain those? I don’t know.’’ At a recent Senate hearing, General John Abizaid sounded like Goldilocks meets Guernica, asserting two propositions about the war that are logically at war with each other. He said we can’t have fewer troops because the Iraqis need us, but we



: AIDE A LA LECTURE Pour aider à la lecture de l’anglais et familiariser nos lecteurs avec certaines expressions américaines, Le Monde publie ci-dessous la traduction de quelques mots et idiomes contenus dans les articles de ce supplément. Par Dominique Chevallier, agrégée d’anglais. LEXIQUE Dans l’article “Google Maps a Path Into Traditional Ads,” page 6: TO RULE OUT: exclure TO GOBBLE: ne faire qu’une bouchée AUCTION: enchères SORELY: profondément Dans l’article “Bodies in Motion, Now Clean and Sober,” page 7: SHOWCASE: vitrine, présentoir AWE: révérence mêlée de crainte OUTPATIENT: patient ambulatoire TO ALLEVIATE: Atténuer BURDEN: fardeau KNITTING: tricot RANDOMIZED: aléatoire TO DWINDLE: décliner



and climate friendly, and create more room in the energy market for big emerging economies, like China, to grow without competing head-on with America for oil and gas. Instead of fighting over a shrinking pie of fossil fuels, let’s create a huge new energy pie — from renewables and efficiency savings. Second, I want to lead an effort to help China invest in factories devoted to clean power technologies — green cars, solar panels, wind turbines — in some of our states, like Ohio, most hurt by globalization. Green energy is going to be the growth industry of the 21st century. We have some great technologies. You have $1 trillion in reserves because of your trade surplus with us. Nothing would improve China’s standing in America more than using its reserves, as Japan did, to create good U.S. jobs and profits for Chinese companies — all while advancing the clean power industry. Third, I propose we send over a “Green Corps’’ of U.S. engineers to travel across China and demonstrate something many Chinese officials do not understand: being green is profitable. Too many of your local officials think green is a luxury you can’t afford. President Hu, we both know that the millions of cars now choking your streets are only the beginning. Your biggest concern is the 800 million Chinese living in the countryside, who need transportation to better their lives but who can’t afford even the cheapest car. Every year they buy more than 30 million motorcycles and farm vehicles, which have the advantage of being cheap but which use the most rudimentary, polluting motors — blackening your skies. We need to bring our U.S. engineers, who know how to clean up small engines, together with your manufacturers, who know how to mass produce them cheaply, to forge companies that will not only clean up the air in developing countries but make money for both of us. President Hu, over 40 years ago your country tried to make a Great Leap Forward alone — to change China. This time, let us make a Great Green Leap Forward together — and change the world. Best wishes, Nancy.



TOIL: labeur WROUGHT: façonné



Dans l’article “When Grunting at the Gym Leads to a Lawsuit,” page 7: TO GRUNT: grogner HULKING: massif



EXPRESSIONS Dans l’article “Google Maps a Path Into Traditional Ads,” page 6: THEY’RE HISTORY: expression familière, qui signifie que puisqu’ils font partie de l’histoire, ils sont morts; on pourrait traduire: ils sont finis, ou bien c’est mort pour eux. ERRATUM: dans la référence Thomas Paine (25/11/6), il fallait lire: (Thomas Paine) considère le gouvernement comme un mal nécessaire.



can’t have more because we don’t want the Iraqis to become dependent on us. He contended that increasing the number of our troops would make the Iraqi government mad, but also asserted that decreasing the number would intensify sectarian violence. This a poor menu of options. As Peter Beinart wrote in The New Republic recently, “In a particularly cruel twist, the events of recent months have demolished the best arguments both for staying and for leaving.’’ Noting in the same magazine that “we are approaching a Saddam-like magnitude for the murder of innocents,’’ Leon Wieseltier worried that the problem may be deeper than the number of our troops; it may be Iraq itself. “After we invaded Iraq, Iraq invaded itself. We are at the mercy of Iraq, where there is no mercy.’’ Kirk Semple, The Times’s Baghdad correspondent, wrote about Captain Stephanie Bagley, the daughter and granddaughter of military policemen who was enthusiastic a year ago about her job of building a new Iraqi police force. But that was before the militia so inexorably began to infiltrate the police, presumably with the support of some leaders in Iraq’s dysfunctional government. Now, with the police begging the Americans not to make them patrol Baghdad’s mean streets and showing her their shrapnel wounds, she just wants to get her unit home safely, without losing another soldier. She said her orders were to train a local force to deal with crimes like theft and murder, not to teach them how to fight a counterinsurgency. Aside from telling Israel to be nicer to the Palestinians, as if there lies Iraq salvation, James Baker will mostly try to suggest that the U.S. talk to Iran and Syria. Recently, after the Lebanese Industry Minister Pierre Gemayel, an opponent of Syria, was assassinated in Beirut, President Bush said he suspected that Iran and Syria were behind the murder. Maybe Mr. Baker had better find Plan C. The Pentagon is trying to decide whether we should Go Big, Go Long or Go Home. Go figure.



RÉFÉRENCES Dans l’article “Bodies in Motion, Now Clean and Sober,” page 7: BROWN UNIVERSITY: Université privée, dont le campus est situé à Providence, capitale de l’Etat de Rhode Island; fondée en 1764, elle fait partie de l’Ivy League. C’est le premier établissement d’enseignement supérieur à accepter un étudiant quelle que soit sa religion; s’y trouvent un des rares départements d’Egyptologie des Etats Unis, et le seul département d’Histoire des Mathématiques au monde. Cette université compte moins de 8 000 étudiants et est très fortement compétitive (environ 13% des étudiants qui s’y présentent sont acceptés). Les frais annuels y sont aussi très élevés (environ 34 000 dollars pour l’inscription, plus environ10 000 dollars pour le logement et la nourriture). La Présidente, Ruth J. Simmons, est la deuxième femme et la première noire à présider un établissement de la Ivy League. RHODE ISLAND: Il s’agit du plus petit Etat des Etats Unis: avec une largeur de 60 km et



une longueur de 77 km, il est en effet moins étendu que l’agglomération parisienne. Il se situe entre le Massachusetts, le Connecticut et l’Océan Atlantique et compte un million d’habitants, à 90% Blancs. Après une première exploration Hollandaise, c’est en 1636 qu’un colon anglo-saxon, Roger William, banni du Massachusetts, pour cause de dissidence religieuse est arrivé sur le territoire et a fondé la ville de Providence qu’il déclara lieu de liberté totale de religion. C’est la 13ème des colonies d’origine, la première à proclamer son indépendance de la Grande Bretagne, en mai 1776, et la dernière à ratifier la Constitution en 1790, et ce uniquement après avoir été menacée d’être considérée comme un pays étranger, conservant ainsi sa réputation d’indépendance. Quoique les marchands de Rhode Island se soient largement enrichis grâce au commerce triangulaire, le Rhode Island prend parti pour l’Union et proclame la fin de la ségrégation dès 1865. Depuis 1929, cet Etat vote régulièrement démocrate, et il a donné à John Kerry un avantage de plus de 20 points lors des dernières élections présidentielles.
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A Disagreement About What Makes a Civil War disenfranchised Sunni Arabs against an Iraqi government then led by Prime Minister Ayad Allawi and increasingly dominated by Shiites. BAGHDAD — Is Iraq in a civil war? Others say the civil war began this Though the Bush administration conyear, after the bombing of Askariya tinues to insist that it is not, a growing Shrine, a revered Shiite shrine in number of American and Iraqi scholSamarra, set off a chain of revenge ars, leaders and policy analysts say the killings that left hundreds dead over fighting in Iraq meets the definition of five days and has yet to end. Mr. Allawi civil war. proclaimed a month after that bombThe common scholarly definition has ing that Iraq was mired in a civil war. two main criteria. The first says that “If this is not civil war, then God knows the warring groups must be from the same country and fighting for control of what civil war is,” he said. Some Bush administration officials the political center, control over a sepahave argued that there is no obvious poratist state or to force a major change litical vision on the part of the Sunni-led in policy. The second says that at least insurgent groups, so “civil war” does 1,000 people must have been killed in tonot apply. tal, with at least 100 from each side. In the United States, the debate over American professors who specialthe term rages because many politiize in the subject say that most of their cians, especially those who support the number are in agreement that Iraq’s war, believe there would be domestic conflict is a civil war. “I think that at this time, and for some political implications to declaring it a civil war. They worry that the Ameritime now, the level of violence in Iraq can people might not see a role for American troops in an Iraqi civil war and would more loudly demand a withdrawal. But in fact, many scholars say the bloodshed here already puts Iraq in the top ranks of the civil wars of the last halfcentury. Mr. Fearon and a colleague at Stanford, David D. Laitin, say the deaths per year in Iraq, with at least 50,000 reportedly killed since March 2003, place this conflict on par with wars in Burundi and Bosnia. Many Iraqis say extremists have thrust the country into civil war. “You need to let the world know there’s a civil war here in Iraq,” said Adel Ibrahim, 44, a sheik in the Subiah tribe, which is mostly Shiite. However, there are some dissenting historians on the definition of civil war, and whether it applies to Iraq. John Khalid Mohammed/Associated Press Keegan, the British writPolitical scientists say events like the bombing of er of war histories, finds the Askariya Shrine are the mark of a civil war. only five clear-cut cases, starting with the English civil war of the 17th century through to the Lebanese war of meets the definition of civil war that the 20th century. His criteria are that any reasonable person would have,” the feuding groups must be vying for said James Fearon, a political scientist national authority, have leaders who at Stanford. publicly announce what they are fightWhile the term is broad enough to ining for and clash in set-piece battles clude many kinds of conflicts, one of the while wearing uniforms, among other sides in a civil war is almost always a things. He argues in the December issovereign government. So some scholsue of Prospect magazine that Iraq is ars now say civil war began when the therefore not in civil war. Americans transferred sovereignty to Scholars say it is crucial that policy an appointed Iraqi government in June makers and news media organizations 2004. That officially transformed the recognize the Iraq conflict as a civil anti-American war into one of insurgent groups seeking to regain power for war. “There is a scientific community that studies civil wars, and understands their dynamics and how they, Reporting was contributed by Qais Miin general, end,” Mr. Laitin said. “This zher from Baghdad, and by Mark Mazresearch is valuable to our nation’s zetti, Jim Rutenberg and Kate Zernike security.” from Washington. By EDWARD WONG



INTERNATIONAL WEEKLY The New York Times International Weekly circulates in Le Monde (France), The Daily Telegraph (England), Süddeutsche Zeitung (Germany), La Repubblica (Italy) and El Pais (Spain). The total circulation of the International Weekly is 2.1 million copies a week. EDITORIAL ....................... [email protected] ADVERTISING (EuroReach Network) Jean-Christophe Demarta • 33 1 41 43 93 81 [email protected] ADVERTISING (Local) Le Monde............................. Antoine Dubuquoy • 33 1 57 28 39 94 [email protected] The Daily Telegraph ........ Nicholas Edgley • 44 207 531 3350 [email protected] Süddeutsche Zeitung........ Jürgen Maukner • 49 89 2183 222 [email protected] La Repubblica.................... Leonardo Barbieri • 39 02 5749 4434 [email protected] El Pais.................................. Hortensia Fuentes • 34 91 337 7801 [email protected] Info stampa www.nytco.com/press.html Info abbonamenti IHT Kevin Hickman • 33 1 41 43 92 88 • [email protected]



Political Sage Faces New Test: Fixing Iraq Michael Temchine for The New York Times



James A. Baker III, a Bush family friend, leads the Iraq Study Group, which may highlight his diplomatic skills. By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG WASHINGTON — Everyone in Washington knows that President Bush has entrusted the Iraq Study Group, the bipartisan panel searching for a fresh strategy in Iraq, with a lot of responsibility. But so has the man whose name has become synonymous with the group: its Republican co-chairman, James A. Baker III. The last time he dominated the news was in 2000, in Florida, when Mr. Baker — a former secretary of state who has been a friend and a tennis partner of the first President Bush since the current president was 13 years old — led the legal team that delivered the White House to its current occupant. That was Mr. Baker in partisan mode. Now, at 76, Mr. Baker is in high diplomat mode, on a mission, friends and supporters say, to aid his country and his president — and, while he is at it, seal his legacy in the realm of statesmen, a sphere he cares about far more than politics. “I think he’d like to be remembered as a 21st-century Disraeli,” said Leon Panetta, a Democratic member of the group, referring to the 19th-century British statesman and prime minister. “I think deep down he is someone who believes that his diplomatic career, in many ways, helped change the world.” The 10 members of the Iraq Study Group — five Republicans and five Democrats — are trying to produce a report by mid-December. The panel, formed at the urging of a bipartisan group in Congress, has a broad mandate to conduct an analysis of the situation in Iraq, including military, economic and political issues. The group has conducted hundreds of interviews, but some question whether



even the most thorough report can really have any effect in Iraq, where sectarian violence is escalating. The panel remains deeply divided over several critical issues, most notably whether to accede to calls by Democrats for a phased withdrawal of troops. Mr. Baker, who would not be interviewed for this article, has said he wants bipartisan consensus, but the panel’s Democratic co-chairman, Lee H. Hamilton, acknowledges it will be difficult. “It’s not a guaranteed result,” Mr. Hamilton said. “There is a lot of focus on our work, and a lot of attention to it, and high expectation from it. I think Jim and



An encore for a diplomat seeking to seal his legacy. I both feel that pressure.” Mr. Baker is no stranger to world affairs; he presided over the end of the cold war, the 1991 invasion of Iraq (arguing famously against ousting Saddam Hussein) and was an aggressive dealmaker in the Middle East. He has always been “the quintessential pragmatist,” in Mr. Panetta’s words, a master at intertwining politics with diplomacy, at consulting everyone in the beginning so no one feels left out in the end. That has been his modus operandi at the commission, where he has functioned almost as a shadow secretary of state, using his extensive personal contacts to reach out to international figures the Bush administration has shunned — while testing the political waters at home.



He has made ample use of his Bush connections, visiting the president for private Oval Office discussions and leading the study group on a mission to Baghdad to meet political leaders. Mr. Baker’s relationship with the president is one of the great curiosities of Washington, and many here are trying to divine how he will use that tie to advance the Iraq Study Group. The two are not nearly as close as Mr. Baker is with Mr. Bush’s father; Mr. Baker’s recent autobiography, “Work Hard, Study and Keep Out of Politics,’’ suggests tension just under the surface. Mr. Baker writes that he did not mind being left out of the current administration: “We had our turn. Now it was his.” Though people in Washington see a certain irony in his return to manage a new Iraq war gone wrong, he insists he is not “implicitly criticizing” Mr. Bush for the invasion. By all accounts, Mr. Baker relishes his encore as elder statesmen. “Look, he was certainly a very effective politician, a wise political strategist,” said Donald L. Evans, a close friend of Mr. Baker’s who served as commerce secretary in President Bush’s first term. “But that was a means to an end. He’s playing, I think, the role that he should be playing at this moment in life — the distinguished statesman that is there for leaders to go to, and listen to.” But foreign policy experts and politicians alike say there is no miracle elixir for Iraq. Ivo Daalder, a scholar at the Brookings Institution, says the real test for Mr. Baker is to pull the White House “out of the quicksand” in a way that has lasting political effects at home and strategic effects in Iraq. “This is an impossible job,” said Mr. Daalder, adding wryly: “Even God couldn’t meet those expectations. Perhaps Jim Baker can.”



Dubai Swats at Pests Ogling Beach Beauties By HASSAN M. FATTAH DUBAI, United Arab Emirates — Temperatures have dropped from blazing hot to balmy, the turquoise waters now have a refreshing chill and the sand is just about bearable to walk on. As winter arrives in this Persian Gulf city, the masses are thronging by the tens of thousands to its white sandy beaches, wearing, in an unlikely exercise in maritime coexistence, everything from black flowing abayas to slinky bikinis. Thronging right alongside them are Dubai’s “beach pests,’’ the gangs of men who trudge through the sand, fully dressed, to ogle the women. Mostly laborers at the front lines of Dubai’s building boom, they flood the beaches every weekend to leer at women, photograph them and occasionally try to grope them in the water. “They pretend to take pictures of their friends, but they are really taking pictures of you,’’ said Anika Graichen, 23, a German hotel receptionist who has lived here for three years. She is almost used to them now, she said. “I think I can understand it,’’ she said. “It’s the only place they can have a look at women.’’ Indeed, for the estimated 500,000 foreign workers here, most from the Indian Nada El Sawy contributed reporting.



The police have arrested more than 500 men suspected of leering at women or photographing them on Dubai beaches like Jumeirah. icy’’ aimed at keeping out the worst of the offenders. “The goal is to get people to use the beaches for what they’re meant to be Tamara Abdul Hadi for The New York Times used for,’’ said Brigadier subcontinent, the chance to spot a wom- Khamis al-Mazeina, director of Dubai’s Criminal Investigation Department. an in a bikini may be hard to pass up. Recently, Saifi, a metalworker who They typically live in a world of squalor, working 12-hour shifts six days a would give only his first name, walked week, often denied their wages of about along a beach with four friends, paus$150 per month for months at a time. ing from time to time to look around and Most of them secure work by taking out chat. All in their mid-20s, the men were loans from recruiting agencies at home dressed in jeans and slacks. “I come here almost every weekend,’’ to get here, forcing most to stay on for years without seeing their families and he said. “This beach has no problems, but the others have become more probloved ones. They tend to beachcomb in groups, lematic for men.’’ He said that he was stopped by the potheir camera-equipped cellphones always at the ready. Incidents of physi- lice at another beach two weeks earlier cal harm to women are rare, though the and was told to leave. With a giggle, he admitted that the police have arrested flashers and men cause for his eviction was that he had committing lewd acts in public. Dubai officials, keen to attract tourists been staring at women. “Every man looks at a woman in a to the beaches, have vowed to crack down with a security plan that includes plain- bathing suit when he sees her,’’ he said. clothes officers and a “three-strikes pol- “What can I do? I’m a normal man.’’
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« ILS ONT PRIS LES BÉBÉS ET LES ENFANTS DES BRAS DE LEURS MÈRES, ILS ONT BATTU LES FEMMES ET TIRÉ SUR



LES ENFANTS.» V I C T I M E D E DA R F U R , A N O N Y M AT P R É S E R V É P O U R D E S R A I S O N S D E S É C U R I T É



EN CE MOMENT, UN MASSACRE FAIT RAGE AU DARFOUR. VOUS POUVEZ AIDER À Y METTRE FIN. En 2003, le Président soudanais Omar al-Bashir a lâché des milices sanguinaires dans le but de massacrer des villages entiers de ses propres concitoyens. En trois ans, 400 000 hommes, femmes et enfants innocents ont été tués. 2,5 millions d’habitants ont été chassés de leur foyer. Sans compter les milliers d’actes de viol, de torture et de terreur commis et passés sous silence. Partout dans le monde, des citoyens alarmés s’unissent pour mettre fin à cette horreur. Rejoignez-nous.



INFORMEZ-VOUS.



|



P A S S E Z À L ’ A C T I O N . | www.GlobeForDarfur.org
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Rethinking Global Trade and Its Toll on Workers By LOUIS UCHITELLE For years, the Clinton wing of the Democratic Party, exercising a lock on the party’s economic policies, argued that the economy could achieve sustained growth only if markets were allowed to operate unfettered and globally. Overcoming protests from labor unions, a traditional constituency, the Clinton administration vigorously supported free trade agreements like Nafta and agreed to China’s admission into the World Trade Organization. If there was damage to workers, then the Clinton camp proposed dealing with it after it occurred. This approach coincided with a period of economic prosperity, low unemployment and falling deficits in the United States. Over time, this combination — called Rubinomics after the Clinton administration’s Treasury secretary,



Robert E. Rubin — became the Democratic establishment’s accepted model for the future. Not anymore. With the Democrats now a majority in Congress, and disquiet over globalization growing, a party faction that has been powerless — the economic populists — is emerging and strongly promoting an alternative to Rubinomics. The populists argue that the national income has flowed disproportionately into corporate coffers and the nation’s wealthiest households, and that the imbalance has grown worse in recent years. They want to rethink America’s role in the global economy. They would intervene in markets and regulate them much more than the Rubinites would. “We are at a point where the Reagan era might finally be over, including the eight years of Bill Clinton,’’ said Jeff Faux, a fellow at the Economic Policy Institute, a labor-oriented research group partly financed by the A.F.L.-



C.I.O labor union. “The historic juncture here is whether the Democrats can come up with policies that get to the level of the problem.’’ The split is not over the damage from globalization. Mr. Rubin and his followers increasingly say that globalization has not brought job security or rising incomes to millions of Americans. The “share of the pie may even be shrinking’’ for vast segments of the middle class, Mr. Rubin’s successor as Treasury secretary under President Clinton, Lawrence H. Summers, recently wrote in an opinion piece in The Financial Times. And the populists certainly agree. But the Rubin camp argues that regulating trade, or imposing other market



Some of the people in the line for a free meal at St. John’s Roman Catholic Church in Newark, New Jersey, recently shared their stories. •



‘AFTER THE FOOD IS GONE, YOU SEE THE SAME SADNESS’



For three years, Richard Stewart has been staying with friends, a couple of nights here, a couple of nights there. “I try to not to stereotype myself as homeless,’’ said Mr. Stewart, 43. “I keep my nails and hands clean, I try to keep my hair cut at all times and try to look like I’m not so desperate.” But dental care is an unaffordable luxury; he is missing several teeth. Last year, Mr. Stewart said, his father died in October of heart failure, his brother in November from an infection, and his son in December, in a gang shooting. “I lost like my three best friends, the only men I can really talk to,” he said. A few months ago, Mr. Stewart said, he was stabbed in the neck at a welfare hotel, attacked by a man who was high on drugs. “I asked him to turn the music down,” Mr. Stewart recalled. “It wasn’t the right thing to say at the moment.” Mr. Stewart eats at the soup kitchen, and helps clean up as well. “You see the smiling faces, the blessings that’s coming to them,” he said as he surveyed the line. “But after the food is gone, you see the same sadness. It’s like a desperate look. I’ve looked in the mirror and had that look.” •



‘WHEN YOU COME OVER, THEY CAN’T WAIT FOR YOU TO LEAVE’



She has a wide smile and wears wideframed glasses around her light brown eyes. She learned she had “the virus” — H.I.V. — two years ago. “I call it the vapors,” said Carolyn



Strickland Bell, 48. “It’s still kind of new to me.” She lives in subsidized housing and goes to adult medical day care centers and programs for the mentally ill. She said she had walked more than an hour to get to St. John’s. Ms. Bell said she had some nieces who live nearby, but when she visits, she is uncomfortable. “You feel obsolete, feel you aren’t useful no more,” she said. “They don’t need you no more. When you come over, they can’t wait for you to leave.” “They asked me at the church, ‘What do you want?’ and I said salvation,” she said. “I’d take salvation, rejoicing, jubilation.”



vironmental standards written into it,’’ Representative Sherrod Brown of Ohio, a Democrat just elected to the Senate, said in a recent interview. Economic populists in and out of Congress are organizing to push their proposals, coalescing around the Economic Policy Institute. The A.F.L.-C.I.O. is a very visible member of this coalition. “We feel we have a stronger voice now in the deliberations of the Democratic Party,’’ said Ronald Blackwell, the A.F.L.-C.I.O.’s chief economist. As the two groups face off, Lawrence Mishel, president of the Economic Policy Institute, contends that the populists are pushing much harder than the Rubinites for government-subsidized universal health care and other measures. Noting the Democrats’ slim majority in Congress, Mr. Rubin said, “I think you need a process that involves the president of the United States, the leaders of both parties and the leaders of both houses.’’



What Separates the Rich From the Very, Very Rich



Waiting for Free Meals, Talking of Lost Dreams By TINA KELLEY



restrictions, would be self-defeating. “You pay a steep economic cost when you adopt market interventions,’’ said Peter R. Orszag, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution and a leader of the Rubin group. He argued, for example, that restrictions on layoffs “would impede the ability of Robert Grossman markets to reallocate labor efficiently.’’ As a result, the Rubinites contend, there would be slower economic growth and less national income to distribute — equally or unequally. The economic populists argue that the trade agreements themselves are the problem. “I don’t see Congress passing any bilateral trade agreement that does not have strong labor and en-



Continued From Page 1



Fred R. Conrad/The New York Times



Richard Stewart, who visits a church for the free meals it offers and helps clean it up, says he knows the look of desperation.



•



‘THEY SAID I WAS PRONOUNCED DEAD AND CAME BACK TO LIFE’



Charles Polite, 32, takes a piece of folded paper from his pocket. Inside, there is a brassy, bent clip of metal. It’s the back of the shell of a bullet, and he found it in his sneaker after he was shot in the foot a week ago during an argument. “I didn’t know I was shot,” said Mr. Polite, who was waiting for a wheelchair outside the church, worried that he was risking infection. “My leg started shaking, and there was blood coming out of my sneakers. “It wasn’t really scary,” he added quickly. “For another person it would’ve been scary.” The web of scars over Mr. Polite’s left eye is a result of a car accident in 1992. He went through the windshield. “They said I was pronounced dead and came back to life,” he said. But Mr. Polite said that experience did



not change him. “The next month I went to jail,” he said. “That’s what changed me.” It was for a violation of probation, and it was not the first time he had been locked up. The first time he was 12, and had been stealing cars. “I had a lot of dreams,’’ he recalled of his childhood. “I wanted to be a college professor, that’s the kind of dreams I had. I was a little nerd until I was 10. I had glasses and a hearing aid in one of my ears. Then I started doing what I do. “I was 11 years old, doing things that people who are 50 are doing, everything I had to do to survive. My father left my mother, and I had to tell on my mother because she was using drugs. “I was good all the way from preschool until seventh grade, then my whole world just crumbled. I couldn’t really control it.’’



man, who is married and has two sons, recalled in a recent interview. “They went to the top programs, they remained true to their ethics and really had very pure goals. And then they went to the 20th-year reunion and saw that somebody else who was 10 times less smart was making much more money.” The opportunity to become abundantly rich is a recent phenomenon not only in medicine, but in a growing number of other professions and occupations. In each case, the great majority still earn fairly uniform six-figure incomes, usually less than $400,000 a year, government data show. But starting in the 1990s, a significant number began to earn much more. The divide has emerged as people like Dr. Glassman, who is 45, latched onto opportunities within their fields that offered significantly higher incomes. Some lawyers and bankers, for example, collect much larger fees than others in their fields for their work on business deals and cases. Others have moved to different, higher-paying fields and a growing number of entrepreneurs have seen windfalls tied largely to expanding financial markets, which draw on capital from around the world. Three decades ago, compensation among occupations differed far less than it does today. That growing difference is diverting people from some critical fields, experts say. The American Bar Foundation, a research group, has found in its surveys that fewer law school graduates are going into publicinterest law or government jobs and filling all the openings is becoming harder. Something similar is happening in academia, where newly minted Ph.D.’s migrate from teaching or research to



more lucrative fields. And in medicine, where some specialties now pay far more than others, young doctors often bypass the lower-paying fields. Dr. Glassman, who lives in a comparatively modest four-bedroom home in Short Hills, New Jersey —about 50 kilometers from Manhattan — is vaulting into that pot of riches. At 35, he was making $150,000 in 1996 as a hematology-oncology specialist. That’s when, recently married and with virtually no savings, he made the switch that brought him to management consulting. He won’t say just how much he earns now on Wall Street or his current net worth. But compensation experts, among them Johnson Associates, say the annual income of those in his position is easily in the seven figures. By his own account, John J. Moon, a managing director of Metalmark Capital, a private equity firm, like Dr. Glassman, came reluctantly to the accumulation of wealth. Having earned a Ph.D. in business economics from Harvard in 1994, he set out to be a professor of finance, landing a job at Dartmouth’s Tuck Graduate School of Business, with a starting salary in the low six figures. To this day, teaching tugs at Mr. Moon, 39, whose parents immigrated from South Korea. He steals enough time to teach one course in finance each semester at Columbia University’s business school. “If Wall Street was not there as an alternative,” Mr. Moon said, “I would have gone into academia.” Despite their lavish new Park Avenue co-op, Mr. Moon and his wife and two sons try to live unostentatiously. “My wife and I are committed Presbyterians,” he said. “I would like to think that my faith informs my career decisions even more than financial considerations. That is not always easy because money is not unimportant.”
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Google Maps a Path Into Traditional Ads By LOUISE STORY Major Internet sites are showing a strong and growing interest in the advertising business, and traditional ad firms are starting to get worried. Google has been leading the way, building on its online ad strength by striking deals to sell advertising in traditional media like newspapers and radio. Meanwhile, eBay is developing an ad-buying system for TV spots for a group of large advertisers like Wal-Mart. And recently, Yahoo announced a deal with 176 newspapers that did not include offline ad sales, although newspaper executives did not rule that out. Ad executives say it is hard to know where Google and the other Internet giants will stop. “The fox is in the henhouse and it’s going to gobble a good part of this business up before anybody realizes they’re history,’’ said Gene DeWitt, president of DeWitt Media Solutions. Traditional media companies are increasingly linking up with the online giants that have been steal-



ing their customers and advertisers. The traditional companies — like newspapers, magazines and television and radio networks — are hoping they can reverse their fortunes and share in some of the Internet success. The offline ad market, in the meantime, provides the kind of growth opportunity that Internet



The process of buying ads may never be the same. companies like Google are looking for, stock analysts said. “What these enterprises clearly need is to identify new marketplaces to expand into to justify their valuations,’’ said Youssef Squali, the Internet analyst at Jefferies & Company. “And that’s exactly what Google and Yahoo are doing.’’ Google executives have made no secret of their ambitions in traditional ad sales, saying they can



save marketers money on print, radio and TV spots, while taking a commission. Google is testing ad sales for more than 50 newspapers and plans to make newspaper ad sales a permanent offering sometime next year. Google plans to sell radio ads through the online auction system it uses to sell Internet ads. And it has indicated to analysts that it is considering moving into TV and direct-mail ads. Consumer brand companies have turned to advertising agencies for decades to design their ads and negotiate where and when those ads run. Media buyers at ad firms plan and negotiate ad placement with publications, TV and radio stations and, more recently, Web sites. Placing ads is big business for the media buyers at agencies. Internet ad revenues have been growing by upward of 30 percent a year — this year about $16 billion will be spent online. To advertising executives, Google is both the friend and the enemy, said Martin Sorrell, chief executive of the WPP Group, at a recent industry gathering. Agency executives said Google, the friend,



could provide agencies and media companies with the technical systems they sorely need to modernize ad buying. But Google could end up automating so much of the ad-buying process that companies no longer see the need to pay much for media buyers. Several big advertisers are looking for alternatives. Companies like Wal-Mart, Microsoft, Philips Electronics, Home Depot and Hewlett-Packard hired eBay in May to develop an online marketplace where they can buy offline ads. Newspaper executives emphasized that Yahoo was now the “partner of choice’’ for their companies. Large advertisers have approached Google and Yahoo several times asking that the company expand its systems to sell traditional advertising, said Martin Pyykkonen, senior analyst at Global Crown Capital. “As you look down the road, you can look at them as being advertising agencies of a sort, doing media buying,’’ Mr. Pyykkonen said.



Photo illustration by The New York Times



In the Cosmetics Industry, The Marketing Rules All By HILLARY CHURA



Specialists scoff at paying the equivalent of about $17,000 a liter in expectation of buying a better product. They advise against looking for botanicals or healthful sounding active ingredients as the promised molecules may be too large to penetrate the skin, may not be present or may not even work. Dr. Diane Berson, a Manhattan dermatologist, says cosmetic companies do not conduct enough double-blind tests to prove if a “cosmeceutical” lives up to its claims. “More expensive is not necessarily better,” she said. “You may have a very expensive cream sold in a very high-end department store in very expensive packaging and another cream sold in the mass market drug store chain, which might be as good and contain the same ingredients and cost one-tenth of the price.” Most brands in fact are con-



Darlene Smith is proof that nice packaging, strategic claims and $2 billion in advertising can influence smart consumers when it comes to cosmetics. Armed with a Ph.D. in marketing, Ms. Smith understands that the beauty industry often massages consumer fears to lift revenue. But now 50, she takes it on faith that $80 moisturizers are more effective than those that sell for much less. Ms. Smith isn’t particular about items like eye shadow and lipstick that lose their luster by lunch. Skin care and fine lines are another matter. She says she will pay for better ingredients, but she acknowledges she depends on marketers to tell her why exactly something is better. “The cosmetic industry sells hope,” she said. “I’d never spend $8 for a lip pencil, but I buy Estée Lauder face and eye cream. It’s like, ‘If I buy the wrong product, am I going to have more wrinkles?’ ” Cosmetics are big business, selling $40 billion to $50 billion a year. The most significant difference among products, however, may be found on the price tag rather Tony Cenicola/The New York Times than under the lid. Anti-aging makeup and other John Stanton, marketing profes- cosmetics are a big business, selling sor at Saint Joseph’s $40 billion to $50 billion a year. University in Philadelphia, said: “The problem for most of us is we don’t trolled by a handful of giants. have the technical skills to look at Procter & Gamble markets Covsomething and look at the ingre- er Girl, Olay and Max Factor. At dients and say ‘3 percent aceep- Revlon, which markets Almay, holemin’ ” — a word he made up scientists in one lab are respon— “ ‘that’s fantastic!’ What we sible for all new research. At Estée Lauder, which marthen are relying on are other cues or signals that give us confidence kets Clinique, Origins, MAC, Bobbi Brown, Prescriptives, the or trust in the product.” The benefit may depend more luxe La Mer and its eponymous on skin type, psychology and indi- label, the same factory makes a particular kind of product, vidualized factors than on price. “For the most part, you’re not like lipstick, across all its major paying for something that has brands even though each label is a direct impact on the way skin positioned and priced differentgrows and behaves because, if ly, according to its annual report. it did, you would be using a drug A spokeswoman said that while and not a cosmetic,” said Dr. one factory may make a particuRichard Glogau, a dermatolo- lar product, the brands have difgist in San Francisco. “And you ferent ingredients, formulas and aren’t able to buy drugs over the compete against one another. All things being equal, howevcounter.” Cosmetics companies main- er, consumers may be complicit tain that prestige products merit in the depletion of their own pocktheir price because of several etbooks. “If someone went into factors, including what goes into my medicine cabinet or purse,” the bottle, the millions of dollars said Allison Sidorsky of Hobospent in research and the per- ken, New Jersey, “I’d rather that sonal attention at the cosmetics they see Bobbi Brown or Chanel versus Revlon.” counter.
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Bodies in Motion, Now Clean and Sober By PAUL SCOTT When Todd Crandell competed in the Ironman World Championship in Hawaii on October 21, it marked his 12th Ironman in seven years. The remarkable is no longer remarkable, of course. Tens of thousands of people have completed one. But Mr. Crandell’s path to the starting line was unconventional. He first learned of the endurance showcase while smoking crack cocaine. Now sober, Mr. Crandell, 39, recalls how at 21 he watched television coverage of the triathlon (a 3.9-kilometer swim, a 180-kilometer bicycle ride and a 42-kilometer run) in awe while struggling with alcohol and cocaine addictions. In a memoir, “Racing For Recovery: From



Addict to Ironman,’’ he describes his path of self-destruction as marked by drug dealing, arrests and living out of a Buick filled with gin and Mötley Crüe posters. Today he runs Racing for Recovery, a five-year-old foundation based in Sylvania, Ohio, that encourages people battling dependency to exercise as a way to create much-needed structure in their lives. More than 2,000 people have run in 5-kilometer races organized by the foundation around the country. Strenuous exercise has not been a part of traditional recovery programs, which emphasize abstinence above all else. But a few treatment centers, and former addicts like Mr. Crandell, are coming to see the value of road running and other fitness regimens in building confidence and managing stress for those battling alcohol and drugs. Mr. Crandell said he and other addicts he knows embrace regular conditioning as a way to help them stay sober and to pursue goals. Preparing for a race not only eats up time and distracts them from temptations, it also can help them establish goals and make clean-living new friends. Odyssey House, a treatment program in New York City, shares that view. On September 23, 1,000 walkers and runners, many of them ex-addicts, participated in a 5-kilometer race organized by the program. “We’re turning people who were heroin addicts, cocaine addicts, crack addicts into marathon runners,’’ said Peter Provet, the president of Odyssey House. “I really believe it’s a model for other treatment centers.’’ A new study seems to back up the idea that exercise can play a role in addiction recovery. Butler Hospital, affiliated with Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island, recently completed a study that tracked 44 alcoholics and found that outpatient treatment and 12 weeks of aerobic conditioning increased the likelihood of their remaining sober.
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Research and experience are showing that arduous training helps addicts stay sober. Jean Ferlesch, far left, said exercise helped her manage and better understand mental and physical pain. Todd Crandell, a former addict, organizes road races for recovering substance abusers.



Amy E. Voigt for The New York Times; Mark Paris for The New York Times, left



Making more time for sports leaves less time for bad habits. Research also has found that aerobic exercise improves symptoms of mild to moderate depression. Considering that depression is a risk factor for relapse for substance abusers, alleviating some of the disease’s burden may help addicts stay sober. Dr. Provet, a clinical psychologist, calls physical activity “the perfect antidote to addiction.’’ Ordinary hobbies don’t suffice, he said. “Knitting is good, but knitting does not address the negative breakdown of the human spirit and human body. Running does.’’ Odyssey House, with over 1,000 low-income patients in its nine centers, encourages clients to run. Activity counselors lead residents on group treks three to four times a week; athletic clothing and footwear are provided when needed. The Butler Hospital study suggests



that incorporating exercise into recovery programs may be beneficial. Richard A. Brown, Butler’s director of addiction research, said their randomized controlled trial is in the final stages, but has already noted the impact that moderate exercise has had on previously sedentary alcoholics in outpatient treatment. The study used a control group, which was given only brief advice on the benefits of activity. The intervention group, though, received a weekly gym session, with instruction, on cardiovascular machines. The exercise group also attended discussions about overcoming barriers to activity, and were instructed to do two or three workouts on their own. Two months into the intervention, the group that participated in structured exercise sessions was two and a half times more likely to be abstinent from alcohol than those in the control group, according to preliminary results. “What we showed was when people are actively engaged in exercise they are doing better,’’ Dr. Brown said. “The question is how to keep them engaged.’’ After six months, Dr. Brown found, his subjects ran into the same problem



many of us do: their training dwindled. Jean Ferlesch, 54, who has been sober for two decades, wouldn’t dream of giving up her running and weight lifting routine. She recalls how the toil of exercise helped her manage emotions wrought by her divorce that at one time would have caused her to drink. “I started going to the gym and I was so sad and so angry,’’ she said. As she built up endurance, she imagined herself emotionally strong. “I ran through my pain.’’ Exercise can also add structure to lives that once revolved around using. “When you’re drinking four, five, six hours a day, that in itself is an activity,’’ said Steve Vallender, 38, a recovering alcoholic and financial planner from Las Vegas who has set up a chapter of Racing for Recovery in his hometown. “I found myself with three, four hours of idle time every night and that’s when I started working out.’’ Collecting Ironman finishes is a way for Mr. Crandell to feel good but also to send a message to other addicts that they, too, can start over. He added: “There’s more to life than saying ‘I’m powerless over alcohol’ and ‘I’ve got to come to support-group meetings.’ ’’



When Grunting at the Gym Leads to a Lawsuit where, though she said Mr. Argibay was expelled largely because he became hostile when she confronted him, a claim he disputes. WAPPINGERS FALLS, New York — Albert “He immediately created an intimidating atmoArgibay, a bodybuilder and a security officer for sphere not only for me but for the guests around the state prison system, was at a Planet Fitness me,’’ Ms. Palazzolo said. “He got very offensive and gym with 230 kilograms of weight on his shoulders very loud, so I walked away and I called the police one afternoon last month when the club manager department.’’ walked over and told him it was time to leave. Mr. Planet Fitness advertises itself as “The JudgArgibay, the manager explained, had violated one ment Free Zone.’’ But in the weeks since Mr. Argof the club’s most sacred and strictly enforced ibay was evicted, a number of members have acrules: He was grunting. cused the gym of judging with extreme prejudice, “I said to her, ‘I’m not grunting, I’m breathing saying the club humiliates members whose phyheavy,’ ’’ recalled Mr. Argibay, 40, an energetic siques are too chiseled and who take their workouts man with the hulking appearance of a pro lineback- too seriously. And the incident has raised other imer. “I guess she didn’t like the fact that I challenged ponderable questions. her, because she said to me, How does one distinguish ‘Meet me up front; I’m canbetween a grunt and a very celing your membership.’ ’’ deep breath? Must a grunt be He continued lifting, but “characteristic of a hog,’’ as soon was surrounded by town one dictionary defines it? And police officers, who told him what if there are no patrons to drop the weight slowly and around to take offense? At Planet Fitness gyms, pack his bag, then escorted grunters and other rulehim from the gym. Now Mr. breakers are treated to an Argibay is considering suing ear-rattling siren with flashthe club, claiming the notoriing blue lights and a public ety the incident earned him scolding. The “lunk alarm,’’ in this cozy 5,000-person town as the club calls it, is so jar120 kilometers north of Manring it can bring the entire hattan is tantamount to defafloor to a standstill. (A lunk is mation. Mr. Argibay said he has endured ridicule from defined, on a poster, as “one who grunts, drops weights, or colleagues who call him and make grunting noises, and he judges.’’) Dennis G. O’Connell, a profears that inmates will lose fessor of physical therapy at respect for him. Hardin-Simmons University Grunting, rude as it may Susan Stava for The New York Times in Abilene, Texas, has conbe, has been commonplace in ducted studies on the effects gyms for as long as weights Albert Argibay was ejected from his of grunting. He found that have been lifted. At most fitness club for grunting. The club weight lifters produce behealth clubs, grunts elicit lit- says it caters to novice exercisers tween 2 and 5 percent more tle more than annoyed looks who may find grunts unpleasant. force when they grunt, in part or sighs of irritation. But at because the deep breathing Planet Fitness, a national chain with 120 locations, it is a matter not only of eti- grunting entails can help stabilize the spine. “I’m not so sure it’s wise to tell people not to quette, but also of club policy: one too many offending noises can get a membership revoked in the time grunt,’’ Professor O’Connell said. Mr. Argibay’s lawyer, Jason Stern, a former it takes to do a sit-up. Nationwide, the chain expels roughly two members a month for various reasons, competitive bodybuilder, created boycottplanetfitmost commonly grunting and dropping weights. ness.com, a Web site that includes a list titled “Top The no-grunt policy is one of several often sur- Ten Reasons to Join Planet Witless.’’ Hundreds of prising rules — no bandannas, no jeans, no bang- e-mail messages have poured into Mr. Stern’s Web ing weights — that managers say are intended to site. Most are supportive, he said, but not all. make their target clientele of novice exercisers feel “Occasionally, I do get an e-mail from someone who says this is a good thing,’’ Mr. Stern said. “They comfortable. The manager who confronted Mr. Argibay, Carol write in and say, ‘You know, this gym is for people Palazzolo, said without hesitation that people who like me who are used to getting sand kicked in our feel the need to grunt should take their sweat else- face, and we’re tired of it.’ ’’
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Ukraine’s Modernists Stand Alone at Last NEW YORK — Don’t mistake them for Russians: Kazimir Malevich, El Lissitsky, Alexander Rodchenko, Alexander Archipenko and Alexandra Exter were actually born, or identified themselves as, Ukrainian. According to ART a new exhibition REVIEW at the ambitious Ukrainian Museum in New York, it was the Ukrainian-ness of some of the greats in modern Russian art that informed their contributions to the Modernist movements of the 20th century. “Crossroads: Modernism in Ukraine, 1910-1930’’ displays more than 70 works by 21 artists — each shown for the first time in the United States. Ukraine, a nation of nearly 50 million, regained its sovereignty from the Soviet Union in 1991 and has been eager to acquaint the world with its own considerable cultural strengths. One, of course, has been art, with a history going back to the Greek and Byzantine eras. Ukrainian classicism and folk art were carried over into 20thcentury avant-garde creations, but within the two decades covered by the show, there was also



GRACE GLUECK



Photographs by Ukrainian Museum



Vsevolod Maksymovych’s “Self-Portrait,” right, and “Relief A,” by Vasyl Yermilov, are part of a new show in New York. stellar participation in experimental work. The painter, idea man and exhibition organizer David Burliuk (1882-1967), for example, embraced a “primitivist’’ approach that became allied with Italian Futurism; Archipenko produced Cubist sculpture; Malevich developed the nonobjective movement known as Suprematism, which for all its abstraction was partly inspired by Ukrainian folk themes; and Rodchenko associated himself with the architecturally orient-



ed art known as Constructivism. Partly because most of their works are in collections outside Ukraine, these leaders are skimpily represented in the show. But what makes this show well rounded is the inclusion of other, far less familiar talents — some, to be sure, more interesting than others. The effort made to expose the period’s wide range of styles has produced a couple of wonderful surprises. One is the brilliantly “decadent’’ work of Vsevolod Maksymovych (1894-1914), a painter inspired by Symbolist sources who represented the Ukrainian “style moderne,’’ or Secession. Heavily influenced by the dramatic erotica of the British graphic artist Aubrey Beardsley, Maksymovych did mural-size paintings drawn from classical themes, but his most striking creations use stark black-and-white schemes and sinuous lines. They are seen here in a fierce, quirky self-portrait against a backdrop of bubbles and in a high-comedy masquerade scene whose focus is a bewigged, semi-nude, queenly figure attended by courtiers, a peacock and a kneeling genie.



A drug user, Maksymovych committed suicide at 21 after the failure of his one-man show in Moscow. Also interesting are the “Experimental Compositions’’ done in the 1920s by Vasyl Yermilov (1894-1967), a leader of the Constructivist school in Kiev and a crucial figure of the avantgarde. His four works here consist of simple geometrical figures, letters and other elements, in combinations of materials and textures. They derive from folk art and primitivism as well as from contemporary movements. A serendipitous discovery is Anatol Petrytsky (1895-1964), little known in the United States, who made a major contribution to stage design. A creator of opera and ballet sets for both classical and avant-garde performance groups in Moscow, Kiev and Kharkov, he was also a painter, working in several styles. In the late 1920s and early ’30s he produced more than 150 portraits of Ukrainian modernists, meant for an album; three are shown here. Being an artist with anything other than a Soviet agenda was dangerous in the later years of Stalin’s regime. A case in point



was Mykhailo Boichuk (18821937), an influential teacher at the Ukrainian Academy of Arts, who envisioned creating art for the masses based on Ukrainian traditions. He pushed for Ukrainization via the study of medieval frescoes, folk art, Italian Renaissance painting and Byzantine art, rather than adopting the heroic realism clichés favored by the Soviet leadership in the late 1920s. At the same time, he and his followers, known as the Boichukisty, were keenly aware of international Modernism, though his painting in this show of a dairy maid from the early 1920s would indicate that his



teachings were perhaps more vital than his art. But with the beginning of collectivization, the state turned hostile toward the rural and ethnic content of Boichuk’s and his students’ work, and he was denounced as an agent of the Vatican. Amid the purges of the late 1930s, he and some disciples were declared enemies of the people, arrested and executed. This show, for all its unevenness, surely proves the importance of Ukrainian participation in Modernist art. For many viewers, its significance lies as much in its exposure of lively talents, largely unknown.



Hand’s Down, Rings Make A Bold Fashion Statement
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By GUY TREBAY They call them statement rings, in the typically kooky parlance of the fashion business, as if the wearer’s hand had been asked to give a deposition. The term I personally prefer is knuckle-duster, slang that a friend came up with to describe what was once also known as a cocktail ring and worn primarily, it seemed, by women who had perhaps failed to score that more aggressive statement of arrival, a wedding band on the left hand. Whatever one called them, statement rings or cocktail rings or knuckle-dusters were rarely seen before the martini hour and, until lately, not much at all outside of vintage clothing fairs. But then the Dior designer John Galliano embarked on a collaboration with the eccentric jeweler Victoire de Castellane, the so-called French mistress of excess, on a successful series of fancy clunkers for Dior Fine Jewelry. The rings were behemoths and were built around materials and motifs that often came within a hairbreadth of looking cheap. What elevated Ms. de Castellane’s designs above kitsch was the same thing that makes diamond-encrusted teeth appealing: their frank enthusiasm for pretension and vulgarity. “I like things that are exaggerated,’’ she said at the time, characterizing her work as comicbook jewelry. “What is the point of jewelry if no one notices it?’’ An awful lot of designers suddenly seemed to notice that women’s hands were looking empty, and they reacted by piling on the
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The latest chunky cocktail rings, adorned with amethysts, crystals, diamonds and turquoise, are meant to be noticed.



rocks. Both Stefano Pilati at Yves Saint Laurent and Alber Elbaz at Lanvin slipped, respectively, big clunky gems and geometric metal hunks on the models in their spring 2007 collections. While those two examples may not a trend make, it was enough of a showing that, according to Luisana Mendoza, an accessories editor at Vogue, “statement rings are a major fashion statement.’’ Her assertion would seem to be more than supported by the array of fine large rocks here.
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